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When Kion gets separated from the rest of the Lion Guard, he gets lost in the Outlands! Kion has to

be careful while he's in hyena territory because all hyenas are dangerous . . . or are they? Kion

makes a new friend and learns an important lesson in this exciting Level Pre-1 reader!
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I bought this for my son because he is starts Kindergarten in August and we are trying to get him

learning some reading and word recognition before he starts. Schools expect so much from children

these days and I was beginning to worry that he wouldn't be ready. My son loves the tv show The

Lion Guard, so I figured he would love the book as well. I was right!I do wish that they included the

picture replacement for some of the words like in some of the other World of Reading books like

Jake and the Neverland Pirates and Sophia the First. My son is doing VERY well with his words,

and he can almost sound out just about any word that comes his way now. The characters names

are a bit hard for him to identify, but since there is no picture replacement I just point at the

characters on the page when we come to a name and he can easily identify that way and help to

continue reading.I honestly love the World of Reading books, and my son does too. My daughter is

still a bit young to help reading, as she is only 2-years old, but when she is old enough I'm glad that



we will have a great collection established.***DISCLAIMER:***-I purchased this item at it's full retail

price at the time of sale, I received NO discounts or influence in buying this product.-I purchased

this product after doing a search on , and was not contacted by the seller in exchange for this

review.-The views expressed here are my own, based on my personal use and experience with the

product. They are unbiased and honest reviews. Any feedback, positive or negative, regarding this

product is based on my personal experience with the product.-I am not affiliated with this company

or its products.-The price I paid for the product does not influence my feedback or review. My

reviews reflect the product at its full sale price.-I only leave positive feedback and reviews when the

product meets my expectations.-If this review has been helpful, please click Ã¢Â€ÂœyesÃ¢Â€Â•, or if

I've left anything out, feel free to ask. Your feedback will allow me to continue to leave helpful

reviews of products.-When I am making my decision to buy a product online, I rely heavily on

otherÃ¢Â€Â™s reviews and feedback. In turn, I will only leave a fair, honest, and unbiased review of

each product in the hopes that it will help others make informed decisions about the products they

are considering purchasing.

My son is into the Lion Guard and he's in pre-K so this book was a perfect fit for him. It keeps his

attention because it's written just like the episode we watched together. He gets very excited when I

read it to him and I'll be even more excited when he reads it back to me one day. I'll definitely

purchase more of these readers since they hold his attention. I would highly recommend to this

book to any young Disney fan.

My son LOVES this book. We have to hide it from time to time so we read something else.My

husband and I like the book a bit less then our son. The sentence structure is poor in the book (yes

we do understand that it's for children) but most of the book reads as Jasiris says... Kion says ... she

says... he says... etc It's not a deal breaker but we have other of the Pre-1 level books and they

aren't this bad.

it's a bit tricky to introduce so many characters with concept of stereotype...a bit too difficult for pre-1

Wonderful books from the Lion Guard series. My grandkids love the tv series and they love the

books too.

My son loves kion and this encouraged him to practice reading. Cute story matches the episode



perfectly.

Bought for the daughter of a friend and she loves this book. Perfect for pre-K and K to start reading.

A great book for any lion guard fan, my son has had me read this to him over an dover again
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